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10 Oct 2007 Nobel Prize in Greed winners.  
 
10 Oct 2007 Nobel Prize in Greed has been given to Oil Men and Bill Gates  
 
10 Oct 2007 Breast Cancer women hit by a gasoline bomb tossed by Bush  
 
10 Oct 2007 Stuck with Breast Cancer when Bill Gates is affected with Greed  
 
10 Oct 2007 Bush-tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars hits innocent women  
 
10 Oct 2007 You're stuck in traffic of politics of greed by the richest Madmen  
 
10 Oct 2007 Nobel Prize Officials will be arrest by Swedish Cops  
 
10 Oct 2007 Nobel Prize in Geed has been given to Oil Men and Bill Gates  
 
10 Oct 2007 stalked by your ex-husband and breast cancer. One is a social disease other is a medical disease. General's wives can't help 
you with either disease, as she is a prisoner of war. You can take your satisfaction in knowing the Nobel Prize Officials and the Pope will 
hang at the Oil Genocide Trials after the coup. Hell will be burning in gasoline. Hell for Bush and the Pentagon Generals will be standing 
trial for tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. Video that never made it to Katie Couric or the front page of the New York Times 
will be on this web page. Baghdad wants $8 million for every women killed by Blackwater mercenaries. Women with breast cancer who 
die because Bush and his Generals Greed for oil money and war games should get $10 million. Damage to the United States and Earth by 
Bush and his Generals infected 5 billion people. Overnight cure for the Oil Embargo was wasted by Carter and Kennedy in 1980. Carter 
has been sucking up to mediocre people since 1980. None even trying to get an overnight cure for breast cancer or any other plague 
that effects Earth. "Bill Gates Disease" will be in the "Psychiatric Journals" after the coup. Converting University Football Stadiums 
to Medical Schools, Cure for the current MD's who suffer from "Bill Gates Disease" is prison. MD's treated those burned in gasoline 
bombs tossed by Bush and Carter since 1980 without any intention of buying a Whistle to Blow this sickening crime of pouring gasoline on 
cops and kids and setting them on fire for more oil money. Addicted to oil money. Joke by Bush on Katic Couric. I'm addicted to oil 
money. Sorry! Carter has been sucking up to mediocre people since 1980. Kennedy has been drunk on better booze than Coors since 
1980. 40,000 women have died each year since 1980. While Carter, Reagan, Bush, Clinton, Bush were seduced by Nobel Prize in Greed winners.  
 
 
9 Oct 2007 Seagate + Bush stifle a Breast Cancer Cure  
 
9 Oct 2007 Seagate stifles hard drives with no moving parts  
 
9 Oct 2007 Bush protects Seagate's turf, Kicks women off the field  
 
9 Oct 2007 Seagate in Colorado knows about the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
9 Oct 2007 Bush kicks women off the field of first choice for health help  
 
9 Oct 2007 Seagate gives me insults for not helping to massacre women in Vietnam  
 
9 Oct 2007 Bush kicks women off the field a first choice for health help. Bush knows the guys at Seagate in Malaysia were Seagate has 
its HQ. Seagate CEO does not want anything to do with the next generation of hard drives, as Bush has helped Seagate suppress the 
next generation for 10 years. Now Bush is about to be hanged by cops. Seagate is slowly losing its power to stifle the future technology 
of hard drives. Climax! Women are fighting for their lives like cops in gasoline cop cars, wanting a fleet of ElectricWindmill Cop Cars. 
Seagate CEO in Malaysia spits on USA women with breast cancer, not literally but figuratively Same as the King of Saudi Arabia, and 
Texas Oil Men spit on women figuratively. This is a bit different than all the husband-wife murders, but only by a gigabyte. Gigabytes 
of information on a hard drive is empty on all Seagate hard drives. Free Agent Pro and Go let you run Word from your home PC but not at 
the Boulder Public Library as you can not plug in your USB drive and have it work. Boulder Public Library is worst than Seagate CEO in 
ranking those who stifle the cure for breast cancer but that is for another news update here. . Seagate's Free Agent Pro on a 80 gig or 
120 gig hard drive that works like a flash drive that can run your Word and other software is a concept not reality because City Hall 
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stifles the Library computers. Bill Gates would kill all the women in the USA before he let Word be used to its max to get a cure for 
Breast Cancer. Unless the Breast Cancer Fund raisers paid Bill Gates and Microsoft $100 million dollars a year, probably more. Knowing 
Bill Gates greed. So were does this leave the women's fight trying to get a cure for breast cancer overnight. Another Bush genocide. 
Bush would rather kill me than let me work on a cure for Breast Cancer. I want to see Bush hang for tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in 
the USA. Women with a desire to get the cure for breast cancer better get Bush before he gets them killed. Seagate CEO in Malaysia 
will keep his harem of Moslem women stifled as usual. So it up to American women to take over the Bush government, or die from 
breast cancer at a rate of 40k a year, next year. 9 Oct 2008 40k dead women in 2008 means nothing to Bush or Seagate, Seagate's 
counts hard drives sold not women with breast cancer, Bush counts his oil money. Woman with breast cancer have no sex appeal to Seagate 
or Bush. This is why the husband-wife murder rate is top secret…. Bush does not want this on the front page of the New York Times 
taking away from his personal news for the New York Times. Only real hope for a " Overnight" cure for breast cancer is 
the ElectricWindmillCar as I invented this overnight during the Oil Embargo. Ladies, Bush is Gay you have no appeal for him to help you!  
 
 
8 Oct 2007 to celebrate President Vladimir Putin's 55th birthday  
 
8 Oct 2007 is to celebrate a "Cop Killer"  
 
8 Oct 2007 http://www.interpol.int/public/icpo/default.asp  
 
8 Oct 2007 INTERPOL is the world's largest police organization  
 
8 Oct 2007 to celebrate President Vladimir Putin's 55th birthday  
 
8 Oct 2007 is to celebrate a "Cop Killer"  
 
8 Oct 2007 the "Most Wanted TV" Show celebrates Putin's Bday  
 
8 Oct 2007 Nancy Grace sucks up to America's Most Wanted with John Walsh. Promoting his ads for the most wanted yet he lets 
the "Mother of all Cop Killers" walk via politics of we need the oil money. Street Cops working their way up the ranks have the opportunity 
to arrest (John Walsh) the Chief and take his job. 60 Minutes CBS has a Black Chief of Interpol, this is no coincidence as 99% of cops 
burned in gasoline are White Cops. This Black Chief knows this and lets the cops burn in fiery car wrecks for the 60 Minutes Interview. And 
a large bribe from Texas Oil Men. C-U burst into flames - in your car wreck on 8 Oct 2007. CIA in the USA will suppress this video from 
next weeks 60 Minutes and from Katic Couric Today. Today show video of fiery car wreck of the day. 365 days a year there is at least 
one fiery car wreck in the USA and in Russia. KGB in Moscow will suppress this video on Moscow Nightly News. 8 Oct 2007 to 
celebrate President Vladimir Putin's 55th birthday. Is to celebrate a "Cop Killer".  
 
 
7 Oct 2007 2 am call from Northrop Grumman  
 
7 Oct 2007 Grumman built the George Bush, nuclear-powered aircraft carrier  
 
7 Oct 2007 1k more $$$ KC-30 Tanker for airplane refueling in midair  
 
7 Oct 2007 Madmen bought 1k gas tankers instead of a forest fighting tankers  
 
7 Oct 2007 Northrop Grumman called me at 2 am so I looked up their web page  
 
http://www.northropgrumman.com/kc30/benefits/choice.html  
 
7 Oct 2007 Making the Right Choice To ensure the U.S. Air Force maintains the aerial refueling capability  
 
7 Oct 2007 2 am call from Northrop Grumman - Hydrogen is Air Forces fuel after the coup  
 
7 Oct 2007 Did Northrop Grumman called me at 2 am about Hydrogen fuel?  
 
7 Oct 2007 Did Northrop Grumman called me at 2 am about Hydrogen fuel? Did Northrop Grumman call me about free gasoline and jet 
fuel after the ElectricWindmillCar coup leaders take over the USA Government? How long will it take the Air Force to change over from 
jet fuel to hydrogen to fuel its airplanes? Grumman built the George Bush, nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. Grumman CEO knew about 
the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar when he took the order from Bush. Grumman CEO will hang with Bush; I'm Sure of it! Treason 
or Genocide? Coup Leaders will probably convict him of both in less than an hour in the Jury Room. Topps Meat Co when under after the 
last Ecoli recall. Grumman will go under when the New York Times details its crimes against humanity since 1980's invention of 
the ElectricWindmillCar. Needless to mention Grumman knew Officer Jason and 10,000 other cops burned and burned to death in gasoline 
and didn't try to prevent the next cops from burning in gasoline. They are guilt of murdering cops and kids in the back seat of all the fiery 
car wrecks since 1980. No Grumman didn't even try to sell Bush 1k forest fighting tankers, Grumman had a one track mind to build jet 
fuel tankers. No wonder why they called me at 2 am.  
 
 
Making the Right Choice To ensure the U.S. Air Force maintains the aerial refueling capability necessary to support America's global 
multi-service warfighting needs, all possible options should be considered for modernizing its tanker fleet.  
 
An open, fair and competitive contracting process will result in the optimal tanker at the best price - and one that supports the interests 
of the U.S. Defense Department, the Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps and allied Coalition forces... as well as the U.S. taxpayer.  
 
In recent international competitions, the KC-30 family of tankers was selected by two key U.S. allies. The Royal Australian Air Force 
has ordered the A330 MRTT as its new-generation multi-role tanker/transport, and the British government has named the Air 
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Tanker Consortium and its A330 Multi Role Tanker Transport (MRTT) as the preferred bidder for its Future Strategic Tanker 
Aircraft requirement.  
 
These decisions underscore the KC-30's many advantages: it carries more fuel, offers a superior fuel transfer capability, incorporates fly-
by-wire technology in the cockpit and the advanced flying boom, and provides multi-point refueling with a mix of flying boom and hose 
& drogue systems.  
 
The KC-30 will directly benefit the American economy. It will be a U.S. product, creating hundreds of new domestic jobs. More than 
50 percent of the aircraft's content - from engines to avionics and systems - will come from American companies, further expanding the U.
S. industrial base in modern widebody aircraft.  
 
As a derivative of a modern commercial jetliner early in its operational prime, the KC-30's advantages also include low life-cycle 
costs, continued manufacturer upgrades and improvements, and a guaranteed supply of spare parts for decades to come. http://
www.northropgrumman.com/kc30/benefits/impact.html  
 
KC-30 Tanker  
 
Northrop Grumman is the nation's sole industrial designer, builder and refueler of nuclear-powered aircraft carriers and one of only 
two companies that design and build nuclear-powered submarines. The business is also one of the nation's leading providers and life-
cycle supporters of major surface ships for the U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard, international navies and commercial vessels. In addition, 
our after-market services - maintenance and repair - support a wide array of naval and commercial vessels.  
 
Key vessels include the George H.W. Bush, a large-deck, nuclear-powered Nimitz-class aircraft carrier designed to serve as foundation 
for Sea Strike operations and Sea Shield operations such as fleet air defense, anti-surface engagements and anti-sub activities; 
the transformational next-generation Gerald R. Ford-class aircraft carrier, featuring a new nuclear propulsion plant and technologies 
that revolutionize flight deck operations and greatly reduce manning levels; the multi-capability Virginia-class nuclear attack 
submarine, designed for open ocean combat and for littoral operations including surveillance, anti-submarine warfare and special 
operations support; Arleigh Burke DDG 51-class Aegis guided missile destroyer, equipped for conducting anti-air, anti-submarine, anti-
surface and strike operations; DDG-1000 Zumwalt-class ships, the U.S. Navy's transformational surface combatant that will debut 
advanced technologies such as an integrated electric propulsion system and an all-composite low-signature deckhouse that will be 
incorporated into next-generation cruisers and other ships; a state-of-the-art LPD 17 San Antonio-class amphibious transport dock ship 
that is able to embark up to 800 Marines along with their rotary-wing aircraft and expeditionary fighting vehicles; and Coast Guard 
cutters, associated boats and rotary aircraft all linked through advanced C4ISR technologies.  
 
 
 
 
6 Oct 2007 Amazing coup d'état if you can win the Universe  
 
6 Oct 2007 Make the Universe out rank war  
 
6 Oct 2007 Vision to gravity  
 
6 Oct 2007 Gravity Control Invention  
 
6 Oct 2007 Amazing invention you can get if you brainstorm it with your wives  
 
6 Oct 2007 How do you brainstorm gravity control?  
 
6 Oct 2007 Stargate Atlantis hyperspace travel in Prometheus, Carter and Dr Weir get all their power from a zpm. H2O, abundant, free, 
pure Hydrogen and Oxygen. Oceans of Hydrogen and Oxygen. replace oil in every way. Command to attack gravity control with your wives 
as the Goddesses of inspiration will be accomplished like a Revolution. Pick a Revolution. French Universities were close for a decade 
after everyone lost their heads. This Revolution Universities will be made free and mandatory for HS students. Stargate Atlantis and 
another Star Trek series will be written towards brainstorming for us so we can get gravity control. So your assignment is to search 
Google, find 10 web pages. that dissects the atom, and all its gluons. Gravity flash cards on my web pages updated every day by 
my significance wives. Significance of gravity, you will see gravity better than most Physics Majors after the super Max movie is 
made. Fantastic Voyage into the atom. Top Quarks are atomic parts held together by glue, social glue that holds the Top Quarks together 
is they are all madmen. Anyone who tosses gasoline bombs at cop cars will be caught, tried and sentenced. So our Amazing coup d'état to 
win the Universe is just waiting for the cops to catch up with the President and all his men and women. Confirmed reservation for 
the Fantastic Voyage into the atom is the first stop in a Universe, that makes Aliens give up their wars before they can travel to the 
nearest stars. Even more Fantastic Voyage is the one into Time, Time is related to Gravity - Suppression of your intellectual pursuits is 
on purpose. Crazy madmen, most related to Kennedy, others are rank. Rank has its privileges, Those who out rank you today stifle 
your intellectual pursuits, they already figured out time and gravity. Figured out the masses better not ponder this too much, as it would 
lead to a Revolution if they did. Time will tell.  
 
 
5 Oct 2007 integrity of our MD's  
 
5 Oct 2007 devising and implementing fraudulent diagnosis, circumnavigate  
 
5 Oct 2007 mission to enhance your best health is a lost invention project  
 
5 Oct 2007 AMA devised its Medical Journals to implement deceit  
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5 Oct 2007 Cunning MD's get a $1,000 for swimmers ear, cure it by blow dry your ears  
 
5 Oct 2007 My MD didn't tell me, Ear Nose Throat specialists said dry your ears.  
 
5 Oct 2007 Vast majority of kid's earaches is mom didn't dry the kid's ear  
 
5 Oct 2007 Moms MD cunningly didn't tell Mom to dry the kid's ears after a shower  
 
5 Oct 2007 Earaches bring in $1 million in revenue over a lifetime per MD  
 
5 Oct 2007 Microsoft Excel can calculate immediately how much more you will make this year from ear aches. MD's cut out a little of 
your skin cancer then check for more cancer cells then cut out more skin cancer then check for more cancer cells then cut out more 
skin cancer. Excel calculates this brings in $2 million more in revenue a year. Someone could write a book about "The Cunning MD's use 
of Excel" to get more revenue. Bristol-Myers Squibb paid $515 million dollars to MD in a cunning scheme worked out using Excel that 
netted both Bristol-Myers Squibb and the MD $1 billion dollars in 3 years. Paris Hilton spent more time in jail than any of these MD's 
and Bristol-Myers Squibb executives. MD's submission of fraudulent claims is in the billions each year. I'm sure IBM has software that 
can tell you the exact numbers of fraudulent claims MD's make each year and how much revenue is generated by making them. 
Treatment based on the best for you would lose every MD in the United States a few hundred thousand dollars in revenue a year. Map 
Quest driving directions could just as easily be Health Care Treatment regiment when you put in the blood test, and other results. Cops 
and kids burned in gasoline are probably charged many times as much as they really needed to be. Even more horrible is the extra 
treatment of the burns casued more pain that was completely unnecessary. Microsoft Excel can calculate immediately how much more you 
will make this year from people burned in gasoline.. Cops and kids burned in gasoline are charged many times as much as they really needed 
to be. Cunning MD's aren't they!  
 
 
4 Oct 2007 FBI is compromised by the Saudi King and President Bush  
 
4 Oct 2007 Saudi King and President Bush compromised the FBI  
 
4 Oct 2007 When agents go to arrest the Saudi King, seize all his Kingdoms money  
 
4 Oct 2007 Second thoughts will be arrest Saudi Princes who knew about 9-11 ahead oftime  
 
4 Oct 2007 Bush protected these Saudi Princes even after he found out their names  
 
4 Oct 2007 FBI is compromised by the Saudi King and President Bush  
 
4 Oct 2007 ----- 1980 ----- some FBI agents were born on the day I invented the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. If this were a national 
holiday they would be getting a paid holiday. Turn up the volume so we can hear the FBI agents talking to themselves. We are thinking, 
even thinking it out loud ----- how could the Heads of the FBI let so many for so long burn in fiery car wrecks for more 
oil money?????????????????????????? Offense is pretty crazy as its felony transgression, failure to perform your duty as a FBI agent. 
Not any different in the number of deaths of civilians than Blackwater shooting civilians in Iraq. Neither would be happening if 
the ElectricWindmillCar were an official FBI car. Driven by FBI agents who were born on the day it was invented in 1980. FBI has 
been compromised! What the Hell are they going to do about this? . Carter was President in 1980. Peanut farmer as President who was 
the actual President the day the ElectricWindmillCar was invented. Carter has been pretty crazy since 1980. People who he has been 
sucking up to are mediocre, even Anita Hill would testify to this. Peanut farmer from Georgia performing brain surgery on 5 billion 
people. Carters failure rate is almost 100% FBI was paid off in peanuts, to go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
since 1980. All our Presidents since Carter would of came from the ranks of the FBI, if only they had the balls to arrest the Saudi King 
and Kennedy in 1980. . Kennedy was the real President in 1980 not Carter. Beyond Reasonable doubt is now Beyond Reasonable belief, 
how could this possibly happen in the USA. The worst Genocide in history, 99 % of the victims burned and burn to death in gasoline are 
white cops and kids. So is this a hate crime. Senators last week passed another hate crimes bill, same day the 100 Senators voted on this 
hate crimes bill some white cop burn to death being rear-ended in his cop car. Roman Senate did the same things. Pope John Paul II 
was compromised in 1980 as he sent his people from the Vatican to Boulder Colorado to attend church at Saint Thomas Aquinas. These 
guys were not your run of the mill Priests as they looked more like rocket scientists. You didn't need to be a rocket scientist to tell they 
were out of place. FBI is out of place in this Era were living in. They are screaming in their thoughts - Stop the World I want to get off at 
the next stop. Inhospitable job, your patients are being burned and burned to death in gasoline for the sole reason of getting more oil 
money. You are the MD the FBI agent; you are the Yale Grad now the President of the USA.  
 
 
3 Oct 2007 It's time for some Gallows Humor  
 
3 Oct 2007 CU Bud Peterson won't have a job after the Coup  
 
3 Oct 2007 Buds inventions for CU number 50 not 50 Billion  
 
3 Oct 2007 Bud would take $50 Billion from oil men to let cops burn in gasoline  
 
3 Oct 2007 Other CU Professors question how long can this Oil Genocide Era go on  
 
3 Oct 2007 Free University, Free Gasoline, Bud Peterson is an Idiot, The Idiot  
 
3 Oct 2007 Saudi Students at CU are mass murderers of cops and kids in the USA  
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3 Oct 2007 It's time for some Gallows Humor from The General about how Sputnik could gain control of the Pentagon Budget and much 
much more since 3 Oct 1957. 4.3 Light Years to Alpha Centauri will require Boulder HS students to be Supercomputer Literate 
before entering CU. A Free University under the Coup Leaders also means mandatory University. Medical School will not be mandatory but 
CU students will know more than MD's at Boulder Medical Center do today. With the invention of the Total Recall Pills HS students will 
know what MD's know today this will be Elementary Kids stuff they bring home from school. Electrifying as CU will be for Gifted Students, 
as they all will be a genius long as they remember to take their Total Recall Pills. CU Alumni will have their Club House at University 
and Broadway built over by at 50-story building to inspire incoming freshmen to get 50 Billion inventions. Bud will never recover from 
his concussion after getting run over by the ElectricWindmillCar. Supreme Court Justices from 1980 to 2007 are in a worst 
situation. Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas says in his Autobiography Anita Hill is mediocre. Run of the Mill inventor will get the 
coup leaders to abolish the Supreme Court for their complicity in the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. CIA and State 
Department complicity in the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar too, ending will make for a thrilling movie. Saudi Students at CU 
are mass murderers of cops and kids in the USA. Widows can sue Saudi Arabia for torture as burning to death in a fire car wreck would 
be considered torture even by the Current Supreme Court. 3 Oct 2007 Bud would take $50 Billion from oil men to let cops burn in gasoline 
to build CU as another Yale University to graduate more Bush's who will just suppress Gravity Control and the next generation of 
inventions after this one. Bush created a bio-warfare program five years ago and transferred all the people from Infectious Diseases cures 
to bio-warfare... Bud will spend his $50 billion for the same Wedding that would leave the burnt cops widows without a Burned out Cop 
Car Memorial at CU. I will put a burnt out cop car at 9th and Pearl in front the Daily Camera Newspaper building. Memorial in front the 
New York Times will also be a Burnt out Cop Car with an eternal flame. The New York Times took a 50-story skyscraper in Manhattan 
for their bribe to Suppress the Electric Windmill Car. It's time for some Gallows Humor on the front page of the New York Times. "50 
Billion Inventions" will be the Headlines on the front page of the New York Times the day after a successful ElectricWindmillCar coup.  
 
 
 
 
2 Oct 2007 Wal-Mart and its $4 Rx program  
 
2 Oct 2007 Bill Gates and his Rx is Overkill of Greed $$$  
 
2 Oct 2007 50 Billion inventions instead of $50 Billion dollars  
 
2 Oct 2007 University students stifled by Bill Gates will get 50 Billion inventions  
 
2 Oct 2007 $ 4 Rx to treat glaucoma, ADD, Fungal infections, acne  
 
2 Oct 2007 Bill Gates has a hyper-greed disorder that need to be treated  
 
2 Oct 2007 Depression among teens will be cured when Bill Gates is out of business  
 
2 Oct 2007 Coup D'Etat Leaders will put the ElectricWindmillCars on the streets and then put Bill Gates before a firing squad. Coup 
D'Etat Leaders will expand the $4 Rx Program will be for 100% of Rx when the ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders have pulled off 
a successful; Coup D'Etat. These Coup Leaders would not leave Bill Gates alive and well selling, $100 software when they just made all Rx 
$4. And a gallon of gasoline will be free to celebrate the end to the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 1980 to 2007!!! Push to 
expand health and education after Bush, Clinton, Bush, failed so miserably as these guys killed their own troops and civilians. Bush, 
Clinton, Bush, poured gasoline over people and set them on fire. Then toasted with the Queen, Let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, 
we need the oil money$$$ Bill Gates took away HS and University kids software because their parents didn't go to Yale. Repercussion 
will affect these kids the rest of their lives. This is why Bill Gates will get the firing squad. $4 Rx for every Rx you will ever have to buy 
the rest of your life. This will become the norm. Jack-offs in Congress will ask who is going to pay for this. ElectricWindmillcar will pay 
for this and have money left over to buy us the Universe. Gravity Engine for the 700 Shuttles - we will not pay a cent for fuel. HS 
and University kids stifled by Bill Gates will get 50 Billion inventions by the time they reach their 50th BDAy. Society will get a lot more 
in return than they got from Microsoft. Depression will be cured when you buy your 1st ElectricWindmillCar and know you will invent a way 
to travel 4.3 Light Years to Alpha Centauri, 1st Star Humanity travels to, what we will find there will be worth more than Bill Gates 
every hoped to be worth. After we find the riches at Alpha Centauri everyone on Earth will say we were right to put Bill Gates in front of 
the firing squad.  
 
 
 
 
1 Oct 2007 NIST's award to let Alice and Bob discuss things in absolute secrecy  
 
1 Oct 2007 Mrs. Rocha will sue NIST to invent a no secret heart-to-heart invention  
 
1 Oct 2007 Only Nancy Grace knows the statistic on husband wife murders in 2007  
 
1 Oct 2007 Unbreakable heart-to-heart encryption NIST needs to make this public.  
 
1 Oct 2007 Slow response because they thought it was just a domestic shooting  
 
1 Oct 2007 Encryption, the secret codes that are top secret in the bedroom. Last night a nurse poisoned her husband on 20/20 to marry 
a married MD who didn't want to marry the nurse he just wanted her for extra sex. The nurse now wants to murder the MD after 
this testimony, but she wont be out of prison until she is 100 years old. She was convicted because the DA found a Google search from 
her about poison. Ha. Nothing is Encrypted.on Google. Laci Petersons Mom will sue NIST for not inventing UnEncrypting for Scott and Laci' 
s fights leading up to the Christmas Eve murder. If Nancy Grace picks up on this "encryption" work by the government scientists she will 
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sue NIST too. www.lacipeterson.com. Is Rocha' s web in memory of this husband-wife murder. Mirror in 1984 observers behind the 
hidden camera in the mirror in "1984" was the cause of Alice and Bob fighting. Knowing the "Observers" who watch me and us on 
hidden cameras as I sit here in my living room, I would bet they cause more fights between Alice and Bob that they help Alice and Bob out. 
If someday we can get the video of the Observers watching us, then Nancy Grace might sue the "Observers". Encryption, the secret 
codes that are top secret in the bedroom. Have to be made public between all couples ASAP. Before another murdered wife is 
found murdered, ASAP is not soon enough, as a wife will be murdered today 1 Oct 2007 somewhere in the USA. Katic Couric has never 
given out the statistics on this crime. The New York Times is to busy making up stories for Bush and his army of Warmongers to report 
any local news Worldwide. I did get one poem written from a New York Times local story about Garcia killing his wife in Manhattan 
because she said one word that cause him to kill her. You can search my web site on Google for Garcia. Kentucky has the highest rate 
of smokers with 28.6 percent - I would imagine New York or CA has the highest rate of husband-wife murders, but I'm sure after 
the Observers read this we will find a news story on Google that answers our question. The lowest rate is in Utah smokers and husband 
wife murders even with polygamists. I will be the Mother of all Polygamists when the "Women Observers" hook me up with a few 
wives. Encryption, the secret codes that are top secret in the bedroom. UnEncrypting these codes would be like writing the 
book "Interpretation of Dreams" and related to some of the Body Reading books. When we do find out the crime statistics and 
the demographic I would bet Polygamy would be a life saving benefit to women. I hope so as I want to be the Mother of all Polygamists in 
this Orwellian Society.  
 
 
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of Vista  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of MD's  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of Doing The Right Thing  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall Behavior Modification was the Miracle Cure  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of all Vegas Casino losses $  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of cars with gasoline engines  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of memory when only a few people had Total Recall  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of all tobacco products by executive order  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of cribs and strollers Mattel toys made in China  
 
30 Sept 2007 Recall of Topps Meat Co Beef for E. Coli Spinach and lettuce too  
 
30 Sept 2007 The 2007 Recall of Vista is the biggest win for the Department of Education in History. Payback time for Bill Gates 
and Microsoft. No more press releases by the Department of Justice protecting the Ruthless Monopoly Microsoft. With the recall of 
Vista more people will be getting more work done on their PC than working on software fixes. Next press release from the Dept of Justice 
will be the Virus Companies created most of the Viruses to make money. Software Companies recall their winnings in the Oil Genocide 
Era, 1980 to 2007. Software Companies like gas stations on each corner of the intersection when there should have been no gas stations 
left open or in business. This was not a coincidence but part of the recall of a sane society, when even the Church and Pope let 10's 
of thousands burn and burn to death in gasoline for more oil money. Software Companies took advantage of DC. And built a Stifling Empire 
and Lifestyle. MD's could of shared their medical software but didn't. Recall the hippocampus and amygdala are involved in memory. 
Memory and learning. Memory is the ability to have an image in the mind of past experiences. Learning is the acquisition of new knowledge 
or experience, which may modify future behaviors. Behavior modification Doing The Right Thing At The Right Time And Place: 
Stimulus Discrimination And Stimulus Generalization. Stimulus of the ElectricWindmillCar start of the ElectricWindmillCar era will be a 
new Vista to replace the corrupt version. This Vista will be free and include everything you need to get started working on 1,001 
Invention Projects. Windfall profits for University Students, as everyone will get a Free Gamming Notebook - Name of the Game is 
Inventing. 1,001 Things You Can Invent Before You Graduate.  
 
 
 
 
29 Sept 2007 Jenna Bush talks about Officer's Jason's burnt face  
 
29 Sept 2007 Jenna Bush talks about her father's addiction to oil money  
 
29 Sept 2007 Jenna Bush talks about her Wedding  
 
29 Sept 2007 Bush is arrested by cops  
 
29 Sept 2007 Cops patrolling Yale University will stop a freshman Yalie and tell him  
 
29 Sept 2007 Bush had no Sympathy for cops and kids burned in gasoline's fiery car wrecks  
 
29 Sept 2007 No Sympathy, Insensitive, Callous as Caesar. 2 Pope's took oil money and let 10's of thousands burn and burn to death 
in gasoline. No Sympathy, Insensitive, Callous as a Yale freshman confronted by a cop. Yale will not give us another President for 100 
years, hopefully longer. But eventually in a few hundred years we might get another Yale President. Cops will outrank Yale freshmen for 
the next few hundred years. Lectures at Yale will dissect Bush's psychotic (brain) mentality of No Sympathy, Insensitive, and Callous 
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behavior - Bush toasted with the Queen. "Let they eat cake, Let them burn in gasoline, We need the oil money." Bush and the Queen 
toasted drinks with this slogan many times. These lectures at Yale will have Jenna Bush crying about her father's addiction to oil 
money. Lectures more serious will analyze why Kennedy decided to sell out to Texas Oil Men, in 1980 at the height of the oil 
embargo. ElectricWindmillCar is the invention that ended the long lines at gas stations in 1980. Let Saudi Princes buy organs from the 
USA, and knowing everyone would use their oil revenues to arm to the teeth. Same time 1 Billion people could use new teeth, or a set 
of dentures. Everyone armed to the teeth with illegal oil revenues from 1980 - 2007. Incomprehension, I think McCain wanted a win in Iraq 
to get even with Vietnam. He put out a overkill of disinformation helped by his sympathizers at the CIA and Pentagon.. Which lead Bush 
to make up news for the New York Times. McCain could have prevented 9-11 but would not have wanted to if he could have seen it coming 
in 1980 when he learned about the ElectricWindmillCar invention. Weeks after the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980 McCain 
and the other warmongers were well on their way to giving the Pentagon $100 Billion more each year until 2007. Now the cops might 
arrest Bush, Kennedy, and McCain and put them on trial for Genocide. McCain knows the ElectricWindmillCar with its free Hydrogen and 
super airbags on the outside will run over him and Wars started by madmen mad about Vietnam or just wanting to bet on a dogfight. 
Debate without the ElectricWindmillCar and End War on Earth dialog is still living in "1984" Mecca and McCain casued a crime wave every 
Cop on Earth wanted to put down. Bush will be the one caught without a get out of jail free pass. Still Yale created this madman who could 
of prevented 9-11 by putting the ElectricWindmillCar on the streets the day he took Office as President of the USA. Bush Failed the 
Mother of all Test. And far as the intellectual community goes Bush's psychotic illness must be documented, even if it does make Jenna 
Bush cry on her Wedding Day.  
 
 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katic Couric every kind of alcohol causes breast cancer 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie had villagers sucking polluted water through a filtered straw 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie knows gasoline exhaust kill, she filters the air she breathes 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie Couric Burma Troops fired into crowds killing 9 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie put up the numbers… 40,406 breast cancer deaths for 2007 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie knows red meat caused 99.9% of colon cancer deaths in 2007 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie; is Autism linked to what, red meat, exhaust, hand washing, etc? 
 
28 Sept 2007 Katie linked sex with the cause of MS as a possibility 
 
28 Sept 2007 Breast Cancer Org should take out a full page ad in the New York Times every day until Bush takes 100 Billion dollars away 
from the Pentagon and uses it to mobilize for war against cancer. Bush and the Pentagon know the huge numbers being killed by cancer but 
will only let Katie Report Burma troops fired into crowds killing 9. on a daily basis. 28 Sept 2007 So why did Bush mobilize for war in 
Iraq when women at home needed his mobilization for Autism and Breast Cancer. Because this is Orwell "1984" mentality - war is 
great. Causalities of American women and Autistic kids. Pentagon and Bush order the New York Times to keep Iraq and Saddam's weapons 
of mass destruction on the front page every day, and prohibited any news on a daily basis affecting women and children. Breast cancer 
org. should take out a full page ad every day - day in and day out… this would pay off in saving 40k women's lives a year as the Pentagon 
would have to mobilize for war, War to end Breast Cancer on Earth. H2O is on the nightly news almost every night, now read between the 
lines and realize the gallon of water in your ElectricWindmillCar will be taken in with the groceries as Hydrogen and Oxygen to fuel 
your furnace and electric generator. Nightly news last night had villagers sucking through a filtered straw to get their only clean water, 
as their miracle cure from the USA, this is not realistic. Hydrogen will Provide in abundance the cleanest water possible. Yet the nightly 
news is putting on this story of sucking dirty water through a filtered straw… why? Why suppress hydrogen that will provide in abundance 
the cleanest water possible plus electricity and fuel to heat, cool and cook with clean burning Hydrogen. Because the Pentagon and 
Bush control what is news on the Nightly News. After killing 40k women Pentagon and Bush have no problem with killing 100 million from 
dirty water. This is Orwell "1984" mentality - war is great. Just like Bill Gates wants every billion $ he can get no matter how many 
causalities he causes among HS and University Students and Teachers. Bill Gates knows ahead of time that Nightly News will suppress 
all stories about Teachers complaining about Microsoft, the Teachers org should take out full page ads in the New York Times 
complaining about Bill Gates greed and the problems he has casued for decades of students and teacher Trillions in profits from cops and 
kids burning and burning to death in gasoline since 1980. Bush is worst than the 12 Caesars in being a psychotic madman!  
 
 
 
 
 
27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from GM is more gasoline cars  
 
27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from Cops is a Coup D'Etat  
 
27 Sept 2007 My BDay present from "Women Observers" is a few Wives  
 
27 Sept 2007 For these BDay gifts I will give humanity a Galaxy full of Aliens and more perpetual motion machines than MIT students 
could imagine. I will convert the Trillions of dollars in Swiss Banks to Trillions of Aliens and Alien Inventions. End to Wars on Earth, 
car wrecks, especially fiery car wrecks, Viruses, computer and human that have plagued mankind. Free University - Yale New Haven 
Medical School were I was born 60 years ago today will be free, for Students and Patients when my wives drive their 
new ElectricWindmillCars out of the GM dealership. 1980 to 27 Sept 2007 was the worst genocide in history, the most painful for 
those burned and burned to death in gasoline. All for more oil money. 9-11 would never have happened if the ElectricWindmillCars were on 
the streets of the USA in 1980. Kennedy was drunk in 1980 when he was watching me on hidden cameras, he then passed laws giving 
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immunity to all drunk drivers, all liquor stores, all breweries, all ski resorts. Bush gave everyone a General Pardon for all crimes 
committed during the worst genocide in the History of Earth. 27 Sept 2007 My BDAy present from GM is more gasoline cars 27 Sept 
2007 My BDAy present from "Women Observers" is a few Wives. For 60 years the Government has told us there are no Perpetual 
Motion Machines in Our Universe. Now on 27 Sept 2007 we know about the ElectricWindmillCar, and the futuristic Gravity Engine, both 
being Perpetual Motion Machines. I will convert the Trillions of dollars in Swiss Banks to Trillions of Aliens and Alien Inventions. End to 
Wars on Earth, Generals and MD's have failed individuals and the masses with disinformation and misdiagnosis. IBM has software that 
can crunch billions of medical records and spit out who was misdiagnosed. I have 1,001 Invention Projects to get you started inventing. All 
we need to get this Universe started is a Coup D'Etat on my 60th BDAy 27 Sept 2007.  
 
 
 
26 Sept 2007 GM Strike, more gasoline $$$, No ElectricWindmillCars  
 
26 Sept 2007 Generals are tossing gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA  
 
26 Sept 2007 Massachusetts outscored every state in Math, Science, and English  
 
26 Sept 2007 Bush no Child left in a Hot Cars Failed - 27 have died so far in 2007  
 
26 Sept 2007 Hepatitis was given to 2,700 Gringo kids by Mexicans so far in 2007. Generals knows about this and much, much more you 
can only imagine. The drunk drivers, the shooting, the rapes and robberies. FBI said crime rate is up because of Mexicans. Big Brother 
is killing and burning you in gasoline as a government policy. Dog fights to the death. Observers are everywhere… I'm sure they bet on 
these dogfights for years. The polygamist Jeff's was convicted today. Heffner with Holly is my kind of polygamist but I would want Holly 
MD PhD… and work with her 24/7 on invention projects. Kennedy and Kerry are to blame for sexist and degrading language in hip-hop 
music. 2,700 wives and girlfriends have been beaten and killed by these hip-hop men and boys. Jeff's The polygamist was convicted Today 
but the real criminals are Kennedy and Kerry. Jeff's didn't beat and kill 2,700 women but what Kennedy and Kerry did - did tortured 
and killed 2,700 women. Generals and know this better than me, but they will never write an End War On Earth web that exposes 
this. Generals will wake up tomorrow and toss more gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. Tell themselves they have to follow orders 
from Bush. Generals have to follow orders from Bush... to toss gasoline bombs at cop cars - on my 60th Bday - 27 Sept 2007. My BDay 
present from these Generals watching me on hidden cameras in my living room should be wives, women observers who are ready and willing 
to work 24/7 getting the cure for cancer and gravity control. Goddesses of Inspiration in this Foggy Bottoms society, I have not even 
begun to expose. Wait until I get Observer Status. Wait until I get to watch you behind the hidden cameras in your living rooms. Then log 
on to End War On Earth and read what the President of the USA has left in hot cars to die. Worst than 27 little kids Bush left in Hot 
Cars allready. Bush is a Madman and his Generals are willing to toss gasoline bombs at cop cars in the USA. On my 60th Bday Tomorrow. 
27 Sept 2007 GM Strike, more gasoline $$, No ElectricWindmillCars!  
 
 
 
25 Sept 2007 Vaccine Invention Projects don't have a Supercomputer  
 
25 Sept 2007 NCAR has 3 and 1 brand new IBM one for weather mapping  
 
25 Sept 2007 Pentagon has 100's of Supercomputers all a waste of time and money  
 
25 Sept 2007 Intel Xeon 7300 and higher will be the law after the coup  
 
25 Sept 2007 Bill Gates will remain behind bars while we make up for lost time and lost inventions cause by Bill Gates and the Oil 
Genocide Era. Sophisticated technology and ideas by Bill Gates sells xbox360, and of course Microsoft Golf. CSI TV shows mass marketed 
to the masses with invention projects to catch the criminal would be a windfall for society. CBS will let you download CSI for your 
CSI invention projects after the coup. Your Intel Xeon 7300 will come with 128 gigs of ram and sophisticated invention project 
software. Written in C++ by ex-Microsoft Programmers now part of the Department of Education. Dell is selling scratch and dent 
and reconditioned notebooks with 512 megs of ram with Vista, I run out of 512 megs using win98se to write this. This technology Dell is 
tying to sell to us is not very sophisticated. You will run out of memory in Word writing a few sentences. Dell is cheating us out of 
the opportunity to use their Inspiration Notebook to Inspire us to get a new Vaccine recipe so we can cook up new vaccinations. Dell 
CEO should remain behind bars in the same cell with Bill Gates. 3 some in the same cell put the CEO of Intel in for not giving us 128 gigs 
of ram in our Inspiration Notebooks from Dell. NCAR is a mile from me sitting here typing this. At NCAR there are is a Army of 
Security Guards 24/7 and a fence of concrete bunkers, all paid for by Bush. Bush is killing civilians in Iraq and here in Boulder 
Colorado. 40.000 women a year every year Bush has been President have died from Breast Cancer. Bush killed these women if he pulled 
the trigger himself. Gravity of concrete bunkers around all Federal Buildings in Boulder Colorado, 24/7 security, while 40k women die 
from Breast Cancer in 2007. This is like a bad "1984" scenario. Mobilization for war on Breast Cancer. Mobil Exxon sends their illegal 
oil genocide money to Swiss Banks. Dell Inspiration comes without memory. "1984" Today elite who run MIT are throwing gasoline bombs 
at cop cars in the USA. Fiery car wrecks happen every day, mostly in California, when the ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980. The 
coup leaders will arrest Kennedy for Genocide. Bill Gates and his computer buddies will share the same cell. Vaccination invention projects 
will start in earnest after the Revolution. Women with Breast Cancer will die at the rate of 40k a year, in 2007 2008. Bush is a Madman who 
is addicted to oil money, and is willing to kill 40k women and burn cops and kids in fiery car wrecks. Bush is a Madman who has skin cancer 
and $ Trillions in illegal oil money to spend on all the wrong things.  
 
 
 
 
 
24 Sept 2007 Whirlwind Clinton marriage ends with no sex no brainstorming electricity  
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24 Sept 2007 Goddess of Inspiration, she has to agree to be the Role Model  
 
24 Sept 2007 Getting the cure for cancer, gravity control, End War On Earth, etc etc  
 
24 Sept 2007 Tom Cruise plays Col. Stauffenberg, who was executed by Hitler  
 
24 Sept 2007 Kidman felt like she was executed when Cruise divorced her - why?  
 
24 Sept 2007 Kidman could inspire me to get the cure for cancer and gravity control. Hillary would not inspire anything; she would stifle 
any chance of getting the cure for cancer and gravity control. Kidman would get off being President of the USA with the 
ElectricWindmillCar in the Whirlwinds of the USA. Tom Cruise will be imprisoned for real if he has invested in oil or gas stations during 
this Oil genocide Era. MIT students are throwing gasoline bombs at cop cars, well the Elite who run MIT are throwing gasoline bombs at 
cops cars, they have been since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Students of the Elite know all about the goings-on in our 
Oil Genocide Era, for some reason they can't protest… I cannot figure out why. MIT students would of found a cure for Hepatitis A B 
C between 1980 and 24 Sept 2007 if their Elite Parents weren't throwing gasoline bombs at cop cars. Cruise is a member of Scientology - 
Oil Genocide Trials at the Vatican will hang the Pope and all the Cardinals, so what will happen to the Elite at Scientology? Science will go on 
a Whirlwind Cruise married to the Goddess of Inspiration Kidman, reaching a climax with travel to Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down 
range. NASA elite could never imagine saying 4.3 light years down range. Would Kidman be happy being a Goddess of Inspiration or would 
she want to be the President of the USA and have to get the inventions herself? Cher would just say she is the Worlds Greatest DIVA 
and leave it at that. Hillary should just be defending OJ and Michael Jackson, as it was her Husbands governmental lifestyle that let 
them lead their depraved lifestyle in the first place. Invent what Man - - - everything has already been invented… as they say in Georgia. 
Bill and Hillary as students at MIT. They would of gotten caught throwing gasoline bombs at cop cars. Whirlwind marriage to a few 
Goddesses of Inspiration is what I want for my BDay on 27 Sept 2007. Marriage that will give society the cure for cancer, gravity control 
and hang all the Elite Parents at MIT who have been throwing gasoline bombs at cop cars since the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar 
in 1980.  
 
 
 
23 Sept 2007 City of Boulder Colorado Employees are Guilty of Genocide  
 
23 Sept 2007 City Mall Parks feature spray fountains for little kids  
 
23 Sept 2007 Rules against "soap bubbles" void clean water for the little kids  
 
23 Sept 2007 CU Security alerts for Cryptosporidum, etc… I don't think so  
 
23 Sept 2007 City rules take up a poster size sign in small print and are everywhere. This lead to no one thinking about putting bubbles in 
the kid spray fountain. Bubbles laced with something to eliminate Cryptosporidum, and dozens of other parasites that sicken several 
people every minute of every day… far as the statistics go. You Can't Fight City Hall Ha! I will get them all hanged on charges of 
Genocide. Toms Tavern guy wants an Alley named after him… Tavern business as usual in oil Genocide Era. I even applied for a job there. 
And got interviewed by Tom. Should he hang, as a member of Boulder City Council for the last 20 years, all during the Oil Genocide Era 
with 10's of thousands of cops and kids burning to death in gasoline every day he was cooking burgers and serving drinks at his Tavern. 
PS Toms Tavern is directly across the street from the Daily Camera Newspaper. Reporters are his customers on a daily basis. 
This Establishment Tom belongs to let a Corvette with a drunk driver kill the passenger a few blocks from here and the Newspaper did 
not report were the driver was drinking… I never found out. Little kids will find out why they got sick from playing in the Mall spray 
fountain. City Employees were to stupid to use disinfecting bubbles. On going Oil Genocide with the Inventor of the 
ElectricWindmillCar walking up and down the Mall by the Court House next to the Kids spray fountain must have unnerved the City 
Employees too much to concentrate on their job of providing clean water to the cities people. MD's profited from all the sick kids, treated 
at the New Foothills Hospital. MD's didn't tell anyone from the City of Boulder the kids got sick at the Mall spray fountain area. In 
Saint Petersburg this week Gorbachev dedicated a new children's hospital, but Gorbe could never tell you what Cryptosporidum is let 
alone put out an alert and check all the water fountains in Saint Petersburg. City of Saint Petersburg has different things on their mind 
than City of Boulder Employees as Russia is getting $ Trillions in Oil Money when they all know 10's of thousands are burning in fiery 
car wrecks for this illegal oil revenues. No wonder why no City Employees can thinks of parasites… Are Moscow Oil Men Parasites, will they 
be killed for the harm to society they have casued? City of Boulder got $ Billions in oil bribes to let cops and kids burn in fiery car 
wrecks since 1980. Driver Distraction ---- is the leading cause of car wrecks, yet no one even tries to invent something for 
this. ElectricWindmillCar was invented in 1980 and killed by the City of Boulder Employees, who spit at me every chance they get, especially 
at the Reference Desk at the Boulder Public Library. I will travel to Saint Petersburg to testify against Gorbachev at the Oil Genocide 
Trials in Saint Petersburg, as I want to be a tourists there and see the Famous City. Start of the 1917 Revolution. Did someone say 
Revolution! 2007 Revolution started in Boulder Colorado.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22 Sept 2007 recall of cribs, no recall of gasoline  
 
22 Sept 2007 Iraq $1 Trillion a year until 22 Sept 2017 = $10 Trillion dollar loss  
 
22 Sept 2007 Bush refused to give the USA 10 cent a barrel oil Today!  
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22 Sept 2007 Bush and the Arabs want to spend the oil money on war!  
 
22 Sept 2007 Help me End War On Earth, so we can confiscate $10 Trillion dollars  
 
22 Sept 2007 Windfall profits for Mobil Exxon, Microsoft, are squandered. Swiss Bankers have told the Oil Men the 
ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders will never get the oil money earned by cops burning in fiery car wrecks since 1980. Switzerland will not 
be the same land after the Oil Genocide Era. Day in, day out life in the USA will change noticeably with an influx of $10 Trillion for 
Free Universities, and Health Care Tomorrow. Instantaneously we can change the world we live in on a Day in, day out going about our 
errands when we expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. We will be able to End War On Earth by arresting, hanging all 
the Pentagon Generals -- On the Winds of the ElectricWindmillcar celebration in Times Square. NYPD will take control of MSNBC Today 
show will be on the air for weeks covering this Windfall for those against War on Earth. Gasoline will go from $3 a gallon to nothing 
overnight. Coup Leaders will order free gasoline until ElectricWindmillCars are in mass production. Bush refused to give this to us. 
Bush choose to give us war in Iraq and a Vista that takes longer to boot up than win98. Pope and the Jews will be left in worst condition 
than the Swiss Bankers. Vatican Oil Genocide trails of the Pope and Cardinals will put an end to the Catholic Church on Earth. Help me 
End War On Earth, so we can make this happen Tomorrow!  
 
 
 
 
21 Sept 2007 Invisible fields, inside the sun and inside gravity  
 
21 Sept 2007 Aliens are imaginary people to Generals  
 
21 Sept 2007 Top secret indicates they want to stifle you inventing  
 
21 Sept 2007 Intel stifled the pc that was going to be a Supercomputer  
 
21 Sept 2007 In the 70's Intel sold their supercomputers as the pc's of the future. What got stifled since the 70's is just about 
everything. MD's stifled the number of students getting into Medical School. Kodak stifled putting your x-rays on jpg because x-rays 
were big business. Gram stain for your jpg x-ray to see more as in microbiology was stifled. Sony and Microsoft hard sell of computer 
games stifled hundred of billions of hours of working on invention projects. New Non Fiction books at the Boulder Bookstore reflect 
the invisible fields of stifle this stifles that by the Fortune 500 Companies. Inside Gravity and Gravity Control, Gravity of our life in 
the Universe are number 1 and 2 of what we lost by being stifled by big business. Gram stain used by microbiologists can be applied to 
digital x-rays and counterfeiting money yet students are afraid of taking Microbiology. Microbiology for non-microbiology majors is 
not offered at CU. Cell phone with a bar code scanner would save students a ton of writing, and get it written in the first place. I can take 
a cell picture of the page I need… nice! I have a 1-gigabyte micro SD card in my Samsung cell phone. I will call you when freed, and give 
you the invention project of the Day! Free University will be on my web page to free all the Aliens in the Universe. Make concrete - 
and reinvent concrete 50% lighter and 50% stronger. Your car with radar, supercomputer, climate control, snow tires with protruding 
studs for us in Colorado, would be an ElectricWindmillcar. Add a camera on the dash and rear; with motion detection… and a 
reinvented satellite dish, you will have SuperCar. ElectricWindmillCar that is currently being stifled by the current government. Air bags 
on outside. SuperAirbags on the outside of your car.... semi and gasoline taker resistant!  
 
 
 
 
20 Sept 2007 Al Gore Assault on Reason  
 
20 Sept 2007 ElectricWindmillCar is the enemy of Al Gore  
 
20 Sept 2007 Texas Oil Men turned the Pentagon into their Mercenary Army  
 
20 Sept 2007 CBS Dan Rather sued CBS,  
 
20 Sept 2007 NYPD will hang Rather for No ElectricWindmillCar News  
 
20 Sept 2007 Lisa Randall's book on the Universe does not mention Alien Contact as the most important invention project for students 
today. Invent a way to Listen to Aliens… Eavesdrop on Aliens. Story of Marconi sending and receiving the first voices through the air. 
Contact with Jodi Foster. DVD "Ayn Rand a sense of life". Best dialog ever put on a DVD. Al Gore assaulted reason and its dialog for 8 
years and now every new day of his life. The Fountainhead dialog was beat-up by Sony. Dialog of the reasoning of Rand, Einstein, 
Freud, Edison, etc never ever makes it into a Sony DVD. Al Gore intended to say Sony and Microsoft are the most powerful enemies 
of reasoning, dialog, and brainstorming…. Miracle cures! Students… make a list of future Miracle Cures. Orwell's Animal Farm and its 
windmill, not reading this book I would not have gotten the ElectricWindmillCar. Read the poem "1984 Mirror" on my web page. Google 
search of books on line for Windmill, for reasoning dialog… you can't do this kind of search until I'm freed and set up a web server on 
a SuperComputer with all books ever written in its hard drives. Then we can search, search engine of the future. Type in your 
invention project in the search engine box. Google is for High School Kids. CU students are SuperComputer Literate, or they will be when 
they buy their first ElectricWindmillCar and reason they should pay back this invention with their own inventions for society. Ps Sorry Al, 
you will hang with your Boss.  
 
 
 
 
 
19 Sept 2007 misconduct in the Monica Lewinsky affair  
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19 Sept 2007 Genocide in the ElectricWindmillCar suppression  
 
19 Sept 2007 Electricity from a can of Hydrogen  
 
19 Sept 2007 Futuristic uses of electricity on the invent something test at CU  
 
19 Sept 2007 11 felony charges against OJ, 99k felony charges against Bush, Clinton, Kennedy, and Carter… Cops burned in gasoline will be 
the Judge, Jury, and Executioners. Hillary will demand to testify against Bill for the 8 years he suppressed the ElectricWindMillCar. To 
save her own life. Divorce finally from a Jerk, Husband and wife lawyers both scam artist. I will write the poem "Scams by Bill and 
Hillary Clinton" Tragic Poem, as in their 8 years in power 8,000 + cops burned in gasoline. Screaming at the bitch and her President 
Husband. You Bitch, you burned me in gasoline! Pouring gasoline on someone and setting them on fire is an act of revenge. OJ would of 
poured gasoline over his 2 murder victims if he would of thought of this. Mass Murder for more Oil Money. Husband and wife lawyers 
failing all the freshmen students, in writing a test on invent something; name one futuristic use of electricity. Clinton was here in 
Boulder Colorado last night at a fundraiser. Clinton just came to Boulder Colorado to add insult to Officer Jason and the other cops 
with faces burnt in gasoline. Daily Camera newspaper reporters who put Clinton on the front page are the same ones who tore down and 
tore up Officer Jason's poster of a cop burnt in gasoline. Divorce the Jerk. Hillary knows the exact statistics on how many burned in 
gasoline while Bill was fuc……. Monika. Now Hillary wants Bill's old job as President and will let another 8.000 burn in gasoline as if there 
is nothing wrong with this. These lawyers are crazy. Tragic Poems about burning in gasoline, being burned in gasoline by the King, 
President. Why hasn't any students written such poetry? Write a tragic poem about burning in gasoline for more oil money. Test…. Name 
a futuristic use of electricity. Tragic Poems about burning in gasoline - maybe the students are just texting this Tragic Poem to everyone…  
 
 
 
18 Sept 2007 President has ordered you lobotomized  
 
18 Sept 2007 Madmen like Bush have escaped being lobotomized  
 
18 Sept 2007 Impeach Clinton failed because the electricwindmillcar is suppressed  
 
18 Sept 2007 Impeach Bush failed because the electricwindmillcar  
 
18 Sept 2007 Your brain on Total Recall pills. You know chemicals in your brain control your memory. Now find out what these chemicals 
are. Firing of the neurons, give them a super charged source of power. Oil is the only thing that has fueled the Presidents of the USA 
brains since I invented the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. Exxon Mobil took out an ad in the Wall Street Journal yesterday. Genocide Oil 
Men paid for an ad in the, Wall Street Journal. WSJ will never report on all the fiery car wrecks since 1980. Faces burnt in gasoline 
are missing from the Front Pages of the Newspaper. A Cause the students would hook up with. Women students reading about men 
not washing their hands in internet news, should grasp the macro and micro of this social ill by men. Mexican Men give gringos and their 
kid's hepatitis A B C every day of the year and this is never news in the Colorado Daily. Every hundred thousand customers a few get 
hepatitis A B C from the guy. Jane Goodall is good, but we need women who can take on men not apes. MD's cause staff infections in 
the hospital yet they will blame it on the nurses. Impeach Bush and Clinton by electing a Women MD/PHD President. Bush was too stupid 
to get into Yale-New Haven Medical School. Clinton was the stupidest President of the USA in history. Just getting the 
ElectricWindmillCar out of the Pentagon's Garage of Suppression will be a Newtonian flash of brilliance. Hydrogen and Oxygen free 
from driving your ElectricWindmillCar down the street with a gallon of water. Will fuel your furnace and give you free electricity. Realize 
the Presidents of the USA sold kidneys on the side to Saudi Princes while Americans waiting for the same kidney died, have lobotomized 
your brain so you won't demand they be impeached..and Hanged!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
17 Sept 2007 catch the cancer early test reinvented  
 
17 Sept 2007 visit to Community Hospital yesterday  
 
17 Sept 2007 fired as C N A, the observer were watching the RN and LPN's for mistakes  
 
17 Sept 2007 mastectomy, fatigue of constantly looking for lumps  
 
17 Sept 2007 Catch the cancer with a breath test, blow into this for the nurse  
 
17 Sept 2007 no-win situation is the state of the arts of inventing something in the times we live in. Bush is a madman, giving out oil 
money bribes for everything indispensable to keep the ElectricWindmillCar off the streets. Cops track hit and run accidents same way 
they did in 1980. Bush's father vetoed bar codes and radio chips for cars and license plates 15 years ago. When the LPN's and RN's got 
me fired as a C N A from the nursing home they wrote it up saying to many Observers were watching them because I was working there. 
I applied for a C N A job at Good Samaritan telling the RN I would invent a way to prevent bedsores and falls. She called telling me I 
didn't get the job. 100's of people in there 80's have fallen who wouldn't have if the RN would of hired me. No job just because so 
many Observers would have been watching everyone. No-win situation for everyone with cancer, for everyone who will be burned in 
gasoline while the madman Bush rules as a true Madman in every sense of the word - Caesar! Blow into this for the Nurse who got the 
inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar fired because too many observers were watch her mistakes. Mastectomy statistics, how many until 
the Observers find a cure for the Madman Bush? Yale - New Haven Hospital I was born there on 27 Sept. Bush was to stupid to go get 
into the Yale Medical School. Bush was to stupid to let me invent some things as a C N A - as the Inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar 
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with several supercomputers from Japan. Yoko would have gotten off on Lennon's BDAY this year with the 1 Billionth 
ElectricWindmillCar coming off the Ford Assembly line…. We certainly would of like to watch, observe this - grin. At least one of my wives 
will have had a mastectomy. I showered these women with a mastectomy as a C N A in the nursing home they fired me from. Win - win job as 
I have a long list of invention projects from working in the nursing home. Someone high up must first invent a cure for the Madman Bush. 
 
 
 
16 Sept 2007 Few see an end in sight to Iraq war 
 
16 Sept 2007 Force a realization before your BDAY 
 
16 Sept 2007 Discover a way to expose the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar 
 
16 Sept 2007 New York Times got a new Skyscraper not to expose the ElectricWindmillCar 
 
16 Sept 2007 Pope and Jews have betrayed humanity for oil bribes from Bush. Pentagon Generals working to end war on earth would 
be sensation. Unfortunately Pentagon Generals have been brain washed. Humble space telescope pictures are a waste of contemplation 
Time. Time is a element like U is no argument either. NASA Top Brass has helped the Pentagon Generals suppress Alpha Centauri 4.3 
light years from Earth. Proposal for marriage goes into what we want to invent, in the case of the Pentagon to marry for this or that 
cause means we must never associate with travel to the nearest stars. Mobilizations for war are documented, building ships and tanks 
etc. Mobilization for travel to the nearest star would transfer millions in the active Army and support people at Lockheed Martin to 
NASA. Challenger widows would sue the government when they find out friendly fire brought down the Challenger. NASA Top Brass blew 
up their own Shuttle by dining with Pentagon Generals and Oil Men. Billions in the Pentagons Swiss Bank accounts could have built a 
new generation of Shuttles years before Challenger. The warmongers seduced NASA's Top Brass. New York Times got a new Skyscraper 
not to expose the ElectricWindmillCar. Newspaper reporters here in Boulder Colorado tore up Officer Jason's posters of him bunt in 
gasoline. A Scripps Newspaper. MSNBC owned by GE took bribes from Oil Men to let more cops like Officer Jason burn in fiery cop 
car wrecks. NBC Nightly news will report this someday. Few see an end to the oil bribes to GE, Microsoft, New York Times. Few can see 
the end to war on Earth.  
 
 
 
 
15 Sept 2007 United Arab Emirates - world's tallest building 1,822'  
 
15 Sept 2007 Paid for 100% by white cops burning in fiery cop car wrecks 
 
15 Sept 2007 GE profited from the 1,822' building and fiery cop car wrecks  
 
15 Sept 2007 Jet set today are the Oil Men in 767 Dreamliners from Boeing  
 
15 Sept 2007 Causing mom 's an increase risk of dying from breast cancer  
 
15 Sept 2007 The building's 1,822' relentless climb is one example of Dubai's stratospheric rise from a sleepy desert town on the 
Persian Gulf to one of the principal business centers in the Middle East. "This architectural and construction masterpiece is truly 
an inspirational human achievement that celebrates the can-do mind-set of United Arab Emirates. 15 Sept 2007 Paid for 100% by white 
cops burning in fiery cop car wrecks in the USA. This 1,822' building is the World Trade Center if the Kennedy's and Clinton's and Bush's 
had exposed the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980. This 1,822' building would have been built were the GE building is in NYC as 
a human achievement over the gasoline engine by an American Inventor, Greg Buell… Me - grin. Scenario is now the worst Genocide in 
the history of Earth by the Kennedy's and Clinton's and Bush's. GE CEO is #2 after Bill Gates. Both will hang. Women would be 
celebrating the cure for Breast Cancer by the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar today… if it weren't for Bill Gates and GE 
madmen. EVISTA does not treat existing breast cancer, reduce the risk of getting breast cancer again or reduce the risk of all forms 
of breast cancer. Evista is like Vista, and Bill Gates buddies the good old boys, created this scam in front of the Orwellian Observers to 
take advantage of the Oil Genocide Era as the Bush government will not arrest them, because Bush has the ElectricWindmillCar, driving 
up his…. Evista increase in the incidence of death due to stroke, as opposed to recovery from the mild stroke. These guys burn people 
in gasoline every day; they are playing hardball for more oil money. Now everyone including Bill Gates and GE wants an oil mans bank 
balance. Scenario is now the worst Genocide's in the history of Earth by the Kennedy's and Clinton's and Bush's. Addiction to money is 
driving MD's to scam cancer, not even wanting a cure and going out of their way so I Greg Buell do not get a cure at home alone. Me 
getting help getting the cure for Breast cancer with a few Goddess Wives has been discussed by 100's of Top MD's and they are 
determined they must prevent this at any cost. To much money is riding on Breast Cancer billing to patients. $$$  
 
 
 
14 Sept 2007 Bush on TV on edge about the CIA 
 
14 Sept 2007 CIA is apprehensive about the ElectricWindmillCar  
 
14 Sept 2007 Secret oil genocide will hang everyone who got an oil bribes, perks, promotions  
 
14 Sept 2007 Listening to Bush on TV mentioning the sheik he meet with 10 days ago killed yesterday. I waited for cops to burst into 
the room and arrest Bush for Oil Genocide and crimes against cops. Bill Gates and others know the Cop Coup leaders will arrest 
millions, confiscate $5 Trillion dollars from those who profited, took government perks, and bribes. When Bush mentioned the CIA he 
forgot what the letters mean. Gasoline, fiery car wrecks, 3 kids in the back seat of the SUV hit head on my a Gasoline Tanker Truck on 7 
Mile Bridge, This picture is the background picture on every CIA agents computer at work and at home. No wonder Bush is on edge about 
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the CIA. Motorcycle ads are to blame for the rising rate of motorcycle deaths, not helmets. Lifestyle propaganda officers at the CIA 
follow orders from White House and Business leaders. Intelligence has nothing to do with watching out for your health and wealth. Scams 
by the White House and Business leaders are well exposed in Bill Gates and Microsoft. Vista is broken and Bush will never ordered Bill to 
fix it. Antitrust Law from the Justice Department fuels Leno jokes. From 1980 to 2007 is a long time for the Top Brass to carry on on 
live TV, with Katie Couric summing up Iraq knowing the ElectricWindmillCar would bankrupt Oil and Gasoline. Rate of gasoline burns, 
and burning to death in gasoline will fall dramatically world wide with the Breaking News about the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. Missing from Bush's speech is why in the world wouldn't he be on edge about the United Nations? I would like the job 
as head of the UN after the ElectricWindmillCar is on the streets of the USA. But the job I will take is take over Microsoft, move it into 
the Department of Education. Provide students will a Free University, textbooks… with software analysis. Yes IBM software can 
analyze Tolstoy, and microbiology. Textbooks are out of date. Medical School textbooks and Journals will be my first priority, for 
Sony movies. Medicine Man 2 will probably not Star Connery, but Sony will film it in 2008. Even sunscreen manufactures took advantage of 
the oil genocide era by making a substandard product, thus giving millions even Bush and his wife skin cancer. CIA agents will move from 
the front lines of Iraq to the Business Community in the USA who have been killing Americans and enjoying the negligence in 
government regulations of the Oil Genocide Era 1980 - 2007.  
 
 
 
13 Sept 2007 In 1980 Americans wanted a gasoline invention that would kill all the Arabs 
 
13 Sept 2007 ElectricWindmillCar Coup Leaders have it and 
 
13 Sept 2007 Will "Hang" every General at the Pentagon to get it unsurpressed... with  
 
13 Sept 2007 Free Electrolysis, Electricity, Heat, from your ElectricWindmillCar  
 
13 Sept 2007 MD's misjudged their decision to profit from flesh sizzling in gasoline's fiery car wrecks 
 
13 Sept 2007 In 1980 Americans wanted a gasoline invention that would kill all the Arabs  
 
13 Sept 1980 A month before the ElectricWindmillCar Invention - then suppression! Then suppression until 2007 for more oil money. 4 
Star Generals on TV all day yesterday and today were working their way up in the Ranks at the Pentagon in 1980 but news about 
the ElectricWindmillCar invention in 1980 spread through the Pentagon like news about a General getting a new Star. Senators, like the 
Roman Senate demanded they go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in exchange they will get bribes, kickback, perks and 
a easy job. Kennedy was the mastermind. He had been drinking all day, most of the days of his life. Driving off the bridge killing his 
girlfriend wasn't even enough a crime to get him kicked out of the Senate. Kennedy then drove Joan his wife to drink… Would you become 
a alcoholic if your Senate husband was leading the Suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar during the Oil Embargo Era, back in the 
1980's. Americans wanted a gasoline invention that would kill all the Arabs, then we get one and the US Senate suppresses it. Yes you 
would drink to live with this crazy Kennedy who should be announcing the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar. Gasoline lines at gas stations 
go on for months while Kennedy tells the Saudi's he has a new ElectricWindmillCar Invention. And he will use it unless they end the 
Oil Embargo. So the Saudi's go along with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar in October of 1980. 1980 to 2007 is history, History 
of the worst Genocide in the history of Earth by the USA. Best spin off invention from the ElectricWindmillCar is take alone a gallon of 
water and you get free hydrogen and oxygen from free electrolysis. Hydrogen that gives you free heat and electricity for your home. 
All suppressed by Kennedy. Roman Senate. Imagine Kennedy in this Senate giving the speech. Listen to him; you will someday as the video 
exist in our Orwellian Archives. As for the consequences and demands from the Pentagon Generals. They wanted an end to Apollo Moon 
Bases as with 700 Moon Bases it would be near impossible to win a conventional war. Public would want to spent the Pentagons money on 
700 Moon Base then spend it on Star Travels to Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range. The Generals at the Pentagon at the time, in 
1980 knew this would be the end of the Pentagon, as we know it. NASA would have a bigger budget then the Pentagon… in 1981. In 
2008 NASA will get a bigger budget than the Pentagon. After the ElectricWindmillCar is exposed and those who suppressed it 
hanged. Including Bill Gates and his wife… Cops will direct traffic like never before. As they were the victims of this mass murder, cop 
cars bursting into flames when rear-ended. On the job accidents. Kennedy's accident that killed Mary Jo, lead to the worst genocide in 
the history of Earth. Maybe Kennedy hit his head in this wreck and the Doctors misdiagnosed him as being sane. MD's misjudged the 
decision to go alone with the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. New Medical Schools will be mostly women, as Male MD's were the 
ones who lead the suppress of the ElectricWindmillCar in the Medical Community. Treating cops burn in gasoline had no effect on Male 
MD's. They were callous to the burnt cops, and kids. Just revenue for their Bank Accounts. And the Swiss bankers have all the oil money, 
so the coup leaders know were to go to confiscate it…. Grin!  
 
 
 
 
 
12 Sept 2007 Warrior Antagonist vs. Alien 
 
12 Sept 2007 Warrior Antagonist vs. Alien  
 
12 Sept 2007 F-35 will kill every alien in the Universe.  
 
12 Sept 2007 Total Immunity with one vaccination will kill all infecting antigens.  
 
 
 
F-35 is a supersonic, multi-role, 5th generation stealth fighter jet designed to kill every Alien in the Universe. Alien, Aliens, 
Alien Resurrection. Star Trek, Star Gate, Atlantis. Sony never made Medicine Man 2 because Connery didn't want to mock the cure for 
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cancer invention. Total Immunity with one vaccination will kill all the antigens. Antibodies are the chemicals produced by the body's 
immune system in response to infecting microorganisms. Each antibody is produced by lymphocytes white cells as a result of exposure 
to antigens. This is called antigen-antibody reaction. T-Cells recognize antigens. Immunoglobulins are part of the plasma protein. F-35 is 
a supersonic, multi-role, 5th generation stealth fighter jet designed to kill every Alien in the Universe. Total Immunity with one 
vaccination will kill all the antigens. One dose of the vaccine "Total Immunity" will probably cost as much as one F-35. Until we go into 
mass production. Saudi Princes regularly pay $100k for one shot… when not buying organs from Bush. Expensive! Justice Department, 
believes the antitrust of Americans can be kill off by suppressing this news. Antitrust problems for Microsoft will end with 
the ElectricWindmillCar on the streets of the USA. As the Coup leaders will let me introduce an "Invention OS" that will let a billion 
people work on a million inventions without having to pay Bill Gates one cent. Thank God Bill Gates is dead and gone finally. Now back to 
killing off all the Aliens in the Universe. Bush and the Pentagon Generals made a big mistake in suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 
1980 just for more oil money. And we realize killing all the Aliens in the Universe was a mistake too. So NASA will get a bigger budget 
next year then the Pentagon. As for the Saudi Princes who were stealing organs from Americans in line waiting for them, they will die 
in poverty as oil will be 10 cents a barrel this time next year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
11 Sept 2007 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars in Boulder Colorado 
11 Sept 2007 St. Petersburg is building a 110 Story World Trade Center Style skyscraper 
11 Sept 2007 1 Millionth iPhone sold over the weekend 
11 Sept 2007 1 million widows from burnt cops in fiery cop car wrecks 
 
 
 
11 Sept 2007 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars in Boulder Colorado… 9-11 again and still no ElectricWindmillCars in Boulder Colorado. Apple sells 
1 million iPhones in 74 days. 1 Millionth iPhone sold over the weekend. CEO at Apple knows about the suppression of the 
ElectricWindmillCar. CEO's who know the ElectricWindmillCar is being suppressed on 9-11 took their 1 millionth sleeping pill. Hard to 
sleep knowing about the worst Genocide in the history of Earth is USA Genocide by Texas Oil Men, lead by Bush. Over the weekend in 
St. Petersburg at Palace Square 10k women took part in a 10k run for women. Moscow is #1 in cops, husbands burned in fiery cop car 
wrecks. St. Petersburg is #2 in Russia. Widows, the cop's widows in Moscow and St. Petersburg don't even know the ElectricWindmillcar 
was invented in 1980… in October month after 9-1980. Widows Don't know Putin is a mass murderer of their husband cops. Top Brass in 
St. Petersburg are building a 110 Story World Trade Center Style skyscraper with oil money. History Department at St. 
Petersburg University, the administrative assistant knows about the ElectricWindmillCar as I sent several postcards to St. 
Petersburg University and to the St. Petersburg Times. 110 Story World Trade Center Style skyscraper going up in St. Petersburg. 
Widows can't sleep at night, seems like those profiting from oil from the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar can sleep ok with a 
billion sleeping pills. Apple sells 1 million iPhones in 74 days. 1 Millionth iPhone sold over the weekend. CEO at Apple knows about 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar. Someday textbooks sold at the CU Bookstore will include this 9-11-2007 news I just wrote, 
along with the news that there are finally 1 Billion ElectricWindmillCars on the roads of the USA. And we will have for History 
administrative assistants statistics on how many burned and burned to death during this oil Genocide from Oct 1980 to 9-11-2007. 
Widows will finally win a good nights sleep. And some payback from Russian Oil men.  
 
 
 
 
10 Sept 2007 Keys reinvented asap 
 
 
 
10 Sept 2007 Keys reinvented asap. 10 Sept 2007 Keys reinvented ASAP. GPS chip, Your keys can have a ring tone if you need to call them 
on your cell phone. Same for the several remotes on your table, when you misplace one of them. BuffOne card with a barcode, and 
battery. Kings can send you e-mail of all your groceries, CU Bookstore could e-mail your textbook purchases. What do you really want to 
keep track of the most? Your wives… grin. Top Brass could change our world over night if they shared advanced GPS technology with 
society, and yes of course if they give us the ElectricWindmillCar and free hydrogen via electrolysis from the gallon of water in 
your ElectricWindmillCar. But they probably won't do either any time soon. So were stuck with reinventing the Key, and other 
comparable items. Power, current, voltage, currently we're at the mercy of madmen who pour gasoline over someone else every day, and 
set them on fire in dramatic car wrecks. AirBags on the outside of Semi's and trucks was vetoed by these madmen several years ago. Cost 
too much. Statistics from the Nancy Grace CNN show reported 27 kids died in hot cars in the summer of 2007, when the 
ElectricWindmillCar would be climate controlled 24/7. Madmen failed psychology or did Psychology fail society? Bush has the technology 
to block anyone calling my cell number above. He can and does stifle my working 24/7 on 1,001 invention projects. Key to unlocking all 
this madness is to reinvent what you can now and save the cure for cancer and gravity control for when you have a harem of Goddesses 
to inspire you. Keys for your new Toshiba would be a better key than a fingerprint reader…. I think Toshiba realized this. As for the DVD 
war between Sony and Toshiba I would reinvent the DVD as a hard drive with 500 gigs, 20 HD movies and a USB 3 connector to plug into 
your TV or PC. But Toshiba and Sony are locked into a DVD War, and will never see this reinvention of the DVD. Did someone lose their 
keys while fighting a war? Ps Yes I did dream of Shelly last night… Sweet Dreams!  
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9 Sept 2007 CU Football Stadium; a Women Medical School  
 
 
 
9 Sept 2007 CU Football Gang Rape will get Football kicked off Campus replace with a Medical School for Women. In 1965 I remember 
HS gossip about Football players gang raping HS girls after the Football game, so this has been going on for a very long time. But no one 
on Campus believes Lisa Simpson will win anything in a Denver Courtroom. Everything depends on the Leaders of the ElectricWindmillCar 
Coup D'Etat - what their plans for social reforms are from the status quo of today's gang rape by Football Players. 100's of 14-year-old 
girls have been gang raped in Iraq and 10,000's of thousands of 14-year-old girls were gang raped in Vietnam. So the Status Quo goes 
beyond CU Football Players. Drunk drivers are punished unless they are form Mexico is a example of the Status Quo Today. I watch 
Mexicans getting away with Murder… at work. I know Observers are watching on 100's of hidden cameras and it's the norm to let them 
do anything, break every rule and get away with murder. 50% of the MD's will end up in prison for their profits from letting white cops 
burn in fiery cop car wrecks… from 1980 to 2007 the Oil Genocide Era in the USA so Society will need New Medical Schools after 
the ElectricWindMillCar Coup D'Etat leaders are in control. Perfect restitution for society will be to convert all the CU Football Stadiums 
to Medical Schools and make them for Women. To add pain to the punishment for the crimes by the Coach and Presidents of the 
University. Lisa has not given up hope, Genocide and Gang Rape are in textbooks, and some day on the Nightly News, GE is profiting 
from White Cops burning in gasoline, but they cannot profit from this Genocide forever. I hope not anyway.  
 
CU Sex Assault Lawsuit Revived  
DENVER (AP) - An appeals court on Thursday revived a lawsuit by two women who claim they were gang-raped at an off-campus 
party attended by University of Colorado football recruits, ruling there is evidence the alleged assaults were caused by the school's failure 
to adequately supervise players. The ruling by the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which sends the case back to the trial court, said 
there is evidence the university had an official policy of showing high school recruits a "good time" and that it showed a 
"deliberate indifference" to any known sexual harassment. "The university used all its resources to silence, stifle, and shut down the 
entire process," she said. "The fact that the lawsuit is revived shows that maybe there is some hope for justice and in some sense things 
have changed." Drugs, alcohol and sex were used to entice recruits to the Boulder campus the activity was knowingly sanctioned by 
university officials. The football team's head coach at the time, Gary Barnett, survived the scandal.  
 
 
 
 
 
8 Sept 2007 Shelly and CIA MD women 
 
 
 
8 Sept 2007 Shelly and a few CIA women.MD women MIT women, with some super computers from Japan, and a visit by Yoko. Move into 
your new home furnished by the CIA with live in spy's who are ordered to help you get the cure for cancer and gravity control... Make up 
for lost time when you were "Tortured by the CIA" from 1980 to 2007. MD wife can get a few more years out of this old man. Torture 
takes years off the end of your life. Lifestyle of the CIA Director reported 3 hours ago on Google news. You have to read between the 
lines, always especially with the CIA news that is only 3 hours old. Flights across Europe with prisoners, because of 9-11. Governments 
from Popes to Jews and OPEC. Shelly I have a new web page... END WAR ON EARTH, Shelly is so Hot I had to catch her in the CU 
Bookstore. No Way could I have let her leave without yelling out Shelly... No Way can I leave my lifestyle of torture here in Boulder 
Colorado without asking her to come along, asking her if she can get along with CIA woman and MD, PHD women. Top Women Quarks 
helping me get 1,001 inventions instead of being suppressing at every invention project. World of Change... with Women like Shelly, 1980 
to 2007 without them for long enough to say the least. No Way could I have let her leave the CU Bookstore without yelling out Shelly... 
My BDay is coming up on Sept 27th 60 years old and ready to get Shelly for my BDay Present, if Gen Orwell signs the orders in time. Grin! 
ps George Orwell could never have written anything close to our Orwellian Society that is very real, keep reading here and find out if the 
CIA survives the Oil Genocide Trials, in every Capital around the World.<  
 
 
 
 
 
 
7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar 
 
 
7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar on 9-11 there should have been 1 Billion electricwindmillcars in Boulder Colorado. Instead the City 
of Boulder Colorado took oil bribes to go along with the suppression of the electricwindmillcar. Thinking the City Of Boulder Colorado 
could use a little extra money from the Federal Government. Little did they know the aftermath of this error in Judgment would affect 
NYC. All the Oil Money accounts will be frozen and confiscated by the Post Oil Genocide Government of the USA. City of Boulder will have 
to pay back all its oil bribes... ha It's a bitch when the Fed's make you pay back your ill gotten gains. ha Leaders of the Coup D'Etat 
Leaders of the Coup D'Etat Leaders of the Coup D'Etat Leaders of the Coup D'Etat Leaders of the Coup D'Etat Leaders of the Coup 
D'Etat will freeze all oil and gasoline accounts, then confiscated them. What will the New government of the USA do will $4 Trillion dollars 
in oil money? Pay those who were burned in gasoline, to prison with the MD's who sued them for nonpayment from their Burn Center. 
Pain being burned in gasoline is twice as bad when you find out the Oil Men were suppressing the electricwindmillcar and you should not 
have been burned in gasoline in the first place. 7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar 7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar 7 Sept 2007 9-
11 electricwindmillcar 7 Sept 2007 9-11 electricwindmillcar instead NASCAR has been racing around the tracks with gasoline powered cars. 
I hope they get a ticket for this. I will certainly watch the first Indy 500 with all electricwindmillcars. 9-11 would never have happened 
if there were 1 Billion electricwindmillcars in Boulder, Colorado. On 9-11 PS 9-11 would never have happened if the CIA did not go along 
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with the giving of oil bribes to the City of Boulder, Colorado  
 
 
6 Sept 2007 Aggressor Rates  
 
 
6 Sept 2007 Aggressor Rates for a ride in the Shuttle as a space tourists. $20 million for a round trip if you're lucky. Rate the 
billionaires aggression earning the $20 million. Temps with no dental, grin. Mad Philosopher aggression starts with reading Tolstoy 
"The Confession", Rousseau's "Confession"... not even in stock at CU Bookstore because these Philosophy books expose more than The 
Prince. Old ancient aggressors Philosophers have leverage over the current government leaders. Teach you to vote and veto a drunk 
Kennedy who drove off a bridge killing again and again for the rest of his life. Binge drinking on Campus never mentions drunkard for life. 
Like a Kennedy. Rich aggressor rates equal genocide charges, this time for the USA. Oil Era long past its time. A Coors genocide trial 
in Golden Colorado after the last oilman is hanged. Excitement of money was greater than the Universe. Edison's wife was his Goddess 
of Inspiration, yet there are no lectures or books, movies, an "Inconvenient Truth" Lectures or Movies in Hellems. Global Warming 
Global War... Aliens could be 4.3 light years from Earth, NASA could never tell, would never tell if they knew. Gravity Control is 
another "Inconvenient Truth" not on campus at 8 pm in Hellems. Lecture Hall. Aggression, aggressor rates for the Lecture.... Grade 
the Lecture only if you consider Gravity and Edison's wife. Consider Tolstoy and Rousseau's books on Confessions when you grade the 
Lecture in Hellems. Milestone is not a lightyearstone. CU Students graduating in 2008 might hear this at the graduation if I give 
the graduation speech. Milestone Lightyearstone. Galapagos Aggressor I and Galapagos Aggressor II rates are $4k per person 
double occupancy, or quadruple occupancy... nice if you bring 3 wives. And get inspired to invent 3 things. Aggressor Rates!!! Get a Goddess 
of inspiration but don't tell her until the inventions blast off get control gravity, prove gravity didn't create itself. Give humanity Total 
Recall and EndWarOnEarth.  
 
 
 
 
 
5 Sept 2007 100th F-22  
 
5 Sept 2007 100th F-22 delivered to the AF this week. Top Brass called it a milestone not a lightyearstone. Light Year travels are not 
a reality for the AF Generals. Fighter of the Future mentality of Generals kills the hopes and dreams of NASA, those who want to travel 
4.3 light years in the life time of today's Freshmen class at USA Universities. Opposing F22's for Shuttles. Only way we can win 100 
Shuttles if Cops are the Coup leaders and hang every General at the Pentagon for Suppressing the ElectricWindmillCar since 1980.... Even 
the CIA will be killed off by Cops arresting 007 Agents for letting Mom Dad and the 3 kids in the back seat burn to death in 10's 
of thousands of fiery car wrecks after the ElectricWindmillcar was invented in 1980. CIA must fight for its life as the CIA will be kill for 
its support of the Oil Genocide by Texas, Saudi, and Moscow Oil Men. Then and only then can we start production of 100 Shuttles that can 
be docked together like a train in Earth Orbit. ps no more space walks please.  
 
 
4 Sept 2007 IBM Geneva  
 
News about Hydrogen light years from reality. Hydrogen free from the ElectricWindmillCar from your water bottle... 1st it was NBC and 
Leno joke about Brittany left in a hot car now its IBM Top Brass talking about Hydrogen free from driving your ElectricWindmillCar to 
work. Free electricity for your home and free fuel for your furnace... IBM is worried about being charged with Genocide for having 
a Misdiagnosis program it ran on all its 250k employees. IBM didn't tell anyone if their MD misdiagnosised their disease or treatment. As 
we get closer to the Oil Genocide Trials IBM is worried I will testify against them, for not giving me a job at IBM Boulder. I will testify I 
lost invention ideas that would surpass Misdiagnosis Software... Would this hang IBM's Top Brass for Genocide? They are certantly guilty 
as Hell of charges of Genocide and Crimes Against Humanity. 
 
 
 
 
3 Sept 2007 TEHRAN, Iran, - Iran‛s leaders have 3000 active centrifuges to enrich uranium all paid for with oil money made since 
the invention of the ElectricWindmillCar in 1980... Iran would be living in poverty like the inventor of the ElectricWindmillCar is in 
Boulder Colorado, instead they have the $100 Billion I should have from the ElectricWindmillCar. Which they spend on war, I would 
be Spending my $100 Billion on a Free University and of course text books for the readers from CU... grin. Jews have their $100 Billion 
from Oil in Swiss banks. News from Mexico 1k semi trucks are set to cross the border and slam into cars full of white kids bursting 
into flames... Bush is so stupid the President of Yale should hang with him for graduating such a stupid Yalie... really!  
 
 
 
 
 
1 Sept 2007 Last nights Leno 1st joke let us know what the Top Brass is talking about behind the cameras at NBC, Kids Left in Hot 
Cars, Leno's first joke was Britneys kids left mom in a Hot Car. 999 Kids have died in Hot Cars just in LA since the invention of the 
Electric Windmill Car in 1980 and now today 1 Sept. 2007 we know the ElectricWindmillCar will be climate controlled 24/7 via free 
hydrogen... (see bottom of this web page for details how)we reflect on Leno's joke about Britneys Kids leaving Mom in a Hot Car. What can 
we read about the Top Brass at NBC from this Leno Joke? 
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Anna Politkovskaya 1 of 44 Journalists who were killed in Moscow --- 4,000 Moscow cops were burned in fiery cop car wrecks at the 
same time, and The New York Times suppressed these murders by Moscow Oil Men led by Putin... Moscow cops will seek their revenge for 
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar on Oil Men and the Journalists who refused to report on 4k cops burned to death in gasoline 
for more oil money! Add in the 999 kids left in cold cars (hot cars) who frozen to death when the ElectricWindMillCar would of been 
climate controlled 24/7 this is a sick genocide just for more oil money.  

 
 
 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306
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I just made the boss directory and photos directory public

So you can looked at the files here and open or download them
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 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
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Phone  303 443 6270

Cell      303 548 9904

 

I got the domain endwaronearth.com ----- I should not be surprised that the Bush Government has several 
genocides some the worst in the history of Earth, going on simultaneously. 

 

Observers in front of the hidden cameras are like in the book "1984" but with modern day hidden cameras 
and instant communication to the troops who are hidden among the public. 

 

Our Orwellian Society that has more than 10 different Genocide. 

 

Even the Pope has take billions in oil money to let cops and kids burn in gasoline. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Many "Observers" say the Jewish state is morally obliged to offer police force spirit to cops fleeing mass murder by Texas, Saudi 
and Moscow Oil men who's public letter heads today say let them eat cake, let them burn in gasoline, we are addicted to oil money. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bridge Kennedy drove off of...  Kennedy killed 1 Billion people as he was not punished for killing his girlfriend so 

he went out and killed 1 Billion more people via suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar
 

I meet Kennedy in Niwot in 1979 In 1980 I invented the Electricwindmillcar at the George Orwell branch 
Library here in Boulder Colorado while Kennedy watched on hidden cameras.

 
$$$ $$$ $$$
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ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News 

 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

inventor84@att.net 

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"MOSCOW -- Anna Politkovskaya, blaming her murder on a campaign to destabilise President Vladimir Putin.  
 
New York-based Committee to Protect Journalists, lists 44 journalists killed for their work in Russia since 1991.  
 
 
 
 
 
Anna Politkovskaya 1 of 44 Journalists were killed in Moscow --- 4,000 Moscow cops were burned in fiery cop car wrecks at 
the same time, and The New York Times suppressed these murders by Moscow Oil Men let by Putin... on orders from Bush and 
Texas Oil men.  
 
As a journalist for the independent twice-weekly Novaya Gazeta, she had been almost alone in the Russian media in probing 
war crimes in Chechnya. She also wrote a series of books critical of Putin's rule. Nightly news is under state control in... in 
Moscow - grin! A calculation by the New York-based Committee to Protect Journalists, another advocacy group, lists 44 
journalists killed for their work in Russia since 1991. 
 
 
 
 
 
Addicted to oil money is worst than drunk driving on Coors and not being able to sue Coors. As the 
government made Coors and the Vail Ski Resort immune from Law Suits.

 

 Bill Gates is the Genocides businessman leader as he blackmailed Bush into letting him make as much as Texas 
Oil men or Bill Gates would expose the suppression of the Electric Windmill Car since 1980.  ----- 

 

Orwell at the Boulder Public Library stifles more than helps you invent something or in my case End War On Earth. 
I invented the Electric Windmill Car in 1980 at the George Reynolds Brach library in Table Mesa after 6 months 
of brainstorming every day at the library and the harassment from the City of Boulder Employees was worst as 
they spit at me almost ever day... for not going along with the killing of women and kids in Vietnam, Now today 
even the President of Vietnam gets Oil Genocide Bribes from Bush and the American Government. War is 
about money.... ha ---- 

 

Nancy Grace needs to put them these Genocides on Court TV, but as you would guess Court TV Lawyers get oil 
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money from Bush. 

 

Even built a new Law School here at CU in Boulder Colorado from Oil Money Bribes from Bush and every 
Orwellian Observer on campus knows this as they could not hide a government bribe like this new $100 
million dollar Law School Building. 

 

Hydrogen and Oxygen free from your Electric Windmill Car would put Xcel out local electric utility out of 
business and save the lives of all the kids left and hot cars, and cold cars as the Electric Windmill Car will be 
climate controlled 24/7 365 days a year.

 

Coal generates most of the electricity for Boulder Colorado as this is a perk to Coal owners like the ones in the News.

 

Electric Windmill Car on the Streets of Boulder Colorado would put the Coal Company Owners out of 
business overnight, textbooks would have to be edited at the bookstore. Grin, more work for temps as yes even 
the government hires mostly temps to keep from paying for dental, medical, and Presidents Day Holliday Pay. $$$

 

As for the design of this web page I plan for mouse over menus and found pages of html script then I will just have 
the 4 words ---- End War On Earth ---- and when you put your mouse over any of the 4 words a menu will drop 
down of 10 to 20 to 100 links you can click on so the whole home page will be blank except for the ---- 4 words 
End War On Earth. ---- If someone who logs on to any of these 3 web pages knows how to write the html please e 
mail it to me at -- inventor84@att.net. I would want red white and blue drop down menus… as the ---- USA is 
the only one on Earth who can End War On Earth 

 
End War On Earth

www.endwaronearth.com

20 Aug 2007

ElectricWindmillCar Coup D'Etat News  

End War On Earth = newest domain!

www.endwaronearth.com

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/

http://home.att.net/~inventor84/

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com

I just made the boss directory and photos directory public

So you can looked at the files here and open or download them

 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss

 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
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Underpass + Overpass for people, never get run over * wars Cost $

Radar is only for F-22's Today
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Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 light years 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 light years 
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 light years 
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years 
Sirius B 8.6 light years 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 
Luyten 726-8B 8.9 light years 

Ross 154 9.4 light years 
Ross248 10.3 light years 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 
Luyten 789-6 10.8 light years 

Ross 128 10.8 light years  
 

 
 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

inventor84@att.net 

inventor@electricwindmillcar.com 

 
Phone  303 443 6270

Cell      303 548 9904 
  
 
 

Name the 10 nearest stars to Earth.... 
Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years

 

 
 
 

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car 
Coming Off the Ford Assembly Line in 2007

On John Lennon's 67 BDay 
 
 

Only after Kennedy hangs in Boston Square
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for not buying 1 billion electric windmill cars for anyone!

Will we spend tax money on New Bridges

To our work and vacation destinations in the Universe

Cost of building new bridges

Electricwindmillcar on the road in 1980

Profits from this invention would have paid for

New bridges over traffic intersections....

Brave new World.... Lost by Kennedy

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

700 New Shuttles were lost by Observers in Colorado who wanted bribes for luxury items, CU 
Presidents failed societies trek to Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years down range. 

 
 
 
 

Proxima Centauri Alpha 4.3 light years 
Rigil Kentaurus Alpha 4.3 light years 

Alpha Centauri B 4.3 light years 
Barnard's Star 5.9 light years 

Wolf 359 7.6 light years 
Lalande 21185 8.1 light years 

Sirius A 8.6 light years 
Sirius B 8.6 light years 

Luyten726-8A 8.9 light years 
Luyten 726-8B 8.9 light years 

Ross 154 9.4 light years 
Ross248 10.3 light years 

Epsilon Eridani 10.7 light years 
Luyten 789-6 10.8 light years 

 
 

Ross 128 10.8 light years 

 

 
 

One Billionth Electric Windmill Car 
Coming Off the Ford Assembly Line in 2007

On John Lennon's 67 BDay 
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2007 - Quid Pro Quo $10 $20 $40 Billion in Oil bribes for Colorado alone...   

Ambien for Matt Lauer and others to stop seeing those burning in their sleep.... Oil $$$ side effects $

9-11 Attack would never have happened

With 1 billion electric windmill cars in the USA

 
 

       

                             
 
 

1 Feb. 2007 President Bush’s new approach to the Iraq war depends for success on Oil money for 
Iraq clerics and government workers, same thing Bush does in the USA, giving oil money bribes 
to city and state Mayors and Governors to go along wi6h the suppression of the Electric Windmill 
Car and letting 7 million cops and kids burn and burn to death in gasoline. 

 
 

© Copyright 2007   
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 
Greg's End War on Earth web page. 

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/ 
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/ 

my 2 meg home page 
  

inventor84@att.net 
inventor@electricwindmillcar.com 

 
 
 

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
 
 
 

Phone  303 443 6270 

Cell      303 548 9904 
  

Name the 10 nearest stars to Earth.... 
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Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years

 
 
 

Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
 

 
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/ford.html

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index.html 

 

   

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/malaria.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/impeachbush.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/gasbrunedface.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ciaoilgenocide1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/coupdetat1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/saudisexslaves1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/fbikillscops1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/uncopkillers.html 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/putinspitsoncops.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/43ltyrs.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/mit.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ibm.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/boss2.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/cheneysoilgenocide1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/911giulianiniger1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/911windcars.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/goddarwingravity1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/faustatharvard1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/nasawomen1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/tolstoy1.html 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/drewbarrymore1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/14yearoldiraqigirl1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/animalfarm1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/vistabreast1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/cbs.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/gps.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/inventordie2.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/bossmp3reading.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/airbags.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/inventors12.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/killerlovers.html 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/6million.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/introduction.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/katrina.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/cobrahelicopter.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/newspacetelescope.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/carradar.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/seducewomen.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/mirror.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/poems.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/powinventor.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/kennedy.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/billionmds.html 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/cumedschool.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/women.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/gastanker.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/aliens.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/lightning.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/forest.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/lobotomy.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/vetsdayoilday.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/inventgravity.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/statistic.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/particles.html 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/universe.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/gpage.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/vacationdiary.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/4july.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1universe.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/brokenteeth.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/bustedteethpictures.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/bustedteeth1234.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/resume.html  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/red1.html  

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/contact.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/sitemap.html 
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http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/swartzniger1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/logo1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/red1.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/bday2.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/neareststar43.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/43newpicture.html 

  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/43longway.html 

  

News 

Every day the nearest stars are moving closer to World Leaders engaged in combat world wide. 

Here are some cool PAGES FROM INVENTOR: 

1.    USA'S GENOCIDE VIA GAS EXHAUST 

 

News

Every day the nearest stars are moving closer to World Leaders engaged in combat world wide.

 

Here are some cool PAGES FROM INVENTOR:

1.    USA'S GENOCIDE VIA GAS EXHAUST 
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2.    Greg on top of Flattop Mt 

3.    BEFORE THE BIG BANG 

4.    4.3 LIGHT YEARS AND THEN INFINITY 

5.    THE LOSS OF 1,001 MOON BASES 

6.    PERPLEXING MENTAL PSYCHOANALYSIS 

7.    SWEDEN SELLS ARMS NOT SEX 

8.    HELICOPTER RESCUE 

9.    USA SELLS THE H BOMB LIFESTYLE 

10.                   I HAVE COME TO HATE JUDAS WOMEN 

11.                   -- STAR AND WAR LOGISTICS 

12.                   -- 100 MILLION INVENTING 

13.                   HIGH STAKES INVENTING - 

14.                   BIOGRAPHY 

15.                   --- FORMULA --- 

16.                   SELF-MASTERY 

17.                   HOSPITAL SHIP AIRCRAFT CARRIER 

18.                   STARE FLIRTATIOUSLY 

19.                   UNIVERSITY EDUCATION HAS FAILED 

20.                   MY LAI'S STRATEGIC STRAGIES 

21.                   SPACE TELESCOPE ERA ---- 

22.                   INVENT SOMETHING !!! ---- 

23.                   LOVERS KISSES ---- 

24.                   HIDDEN CAMERAS ---- 

25.                   INTIMIDATED ---- 

26.                   OIL AT 10 CENTS A BARREL ---- 
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27.                   -- DEAF AND DUMB ---- 

28.                   -- EARTH IN 6 BILLION YEARS ---- 

29.                   -- EAVESDROP ON ALIENS---- 

30.                   -- POW INVENTOR ---- 

31.                   -- MIT AND NOW IIE ---- 

32.                   -- WEAPONS IN SCHOOL ---- 

33.                   -- WIVES ERECT A UNIVERSE ---- 

34.                   -- SKI DATE IS A SKI MOVIE ---- 

35.                   -- HACK INTO ALIEN TV ---- 

36.                   -- PREVAIL USING SURGERY ---- 

37.                   -- BAR CODE ON FOREHEAD ---- 

38.                   -- WORLD CONQUEST ---- 

39.                   -- TREMORS THINKING ---- 

40.                   -- OASIS - OASIS ---- 

41.                   -- INVENT OR DIE ---- 

42.                   -- A STRONG FORCE OF GRAVITY ---- 

43.                   -- WHO WOULD KILL THE BOSS ? ---- 

44.                   -- UTOPIA NOVEL - LOBOTOMIZE MADMEN ---- 

45.                   -- DOCTOR ARMY FOR THE LIGHT YEAR CONQUESTS ---- 

46.                   -- LINK TO ----- INVENTORS UNIVERSE - 27 SEPT 97 - 50TH BIRTHDAY ---- 

47.                   -- EARTH WILL BE DESTROYED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE USA ---- 

48.                   -- ANTI COLLISION RADAR FOR A CAR ---- 

49.                   -- INTRODUCTION TO THE NEAREST 52 SOLAR SYSTEMS ---- 

50.                   -- SPACE TRAVEL IS IMPOSSIBLE BECAUSE... ---- 

51.                   -- TIBET ------- TIBET ---- 
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52.                   -- MIRACULOUS PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES 

53.                   -- INFINITY EXCITEMENT 

54.                   -- 4th of JULY FROM OIL 1997 

55.                   -- FEARING WHO FINDS A CANCER CURE 

56.                   -- WHEN WE GET MARRIED 

57.                   NEW MOTHER THERESA'S SUPER COMPUTER 

58.                   NEW MASTOPEXY SURGERY FOR WORLD LEADERS 

59.                   NEW STATISTICIANS 

60.                   WILD WOMEN MD'S 

61.                   BIKE PATH THAT IS FLOODED EVERY YEAR AND MY INVENTION IDEA FOR OVER 
PASS BIKE PATHS 

62.                   MOUNTAINS I LIVE IN FRONT OF AND CLIMB. I BIKE AROUND ON THE ROAD BEHIND 
THEM TOO 

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/ 

 
Greg's End War on Earth web page. 

 
http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/ 

 
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/ 

 
my 2 meg home page 

  

inventor84@att.net 

 
inventor@electricwindmillcar.com 
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http://home.att.net/~inventor84/sagging.html
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http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/
http://home.att.net/~inventor84/
mailto:inventor84@att.net
mailto:inventor@electricwindmillcar.com
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Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 

 
Phone  303 443 6270  

Cell 303 548 9904 

  

Name the 10 nearest stars to Earth.... 
Alpha Centauri 4.3 light years

 
 
 
Please send cash or check to Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306
thanks

  

 
Quid Pro Quo $40 Billion in Oil bribes for Colorado alone... Quid Pro Quo 

 

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
Phone  303 443 6270 

Cell      303 548 9904 

 
 http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/boss/bossmp3reading.mp3
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